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The Divine Plan Healing System is extremely powerful yet simple. What makes it different 

from other healing modalities?  

 Divine Plan Healing makes use of The Emerald Heart Light. The Emerald Heart 

Light is given from The Source and is a pure, unfathomable stream of consciousness 

we call Light. 

 The Emerald Heart Light is 5th dimensional Light. Therefore Divine Plan Healing is a 

5th dimensional Healing System. This means that it transcends time and space. 

 

 Divine Plan Healing works directly at the deepest levels of human beings: their 
consciousness. The Emerald Heart Light penetrates our deepest level, which is the 

God-consciousness at the deepest point in your heart. The Light clears and resolves 

issues, both past and present life, in one’s consciousness, which then naturally has an 

effect on the Light Body/aura.  

 The Divine Plan Healing System is brand new. Throughout the ages, the Universe 

has brought humanity ever faster and stronger methods for attaining personal 

transformation. Lynne Shaw (Elder of The Emerald Heart School of Enlightenment) 

received the Divine Plan Healing System on the 22nd of October 2013. As this method 

is from such a recent date, it is perfect for this era of fast transformation and human 

evolution. 

 Unlike other healing modalities a Divine Plan Healing consists of more than a healing 

session. The healing session is just the start of a 6 to 7 week transformational 

process, which is driven forward by The Divine Love essence. 

 The Divine Love essence plays a crucial role in the Divine Plan Healing System. As 

you take the essence daily, the vibration of the essence continues to open the deeper 

consciousness and deepens the healing process day by day into a transformational 

process of 6 to 7 weeks.  

 The healer merely initiates the process, rather than doing all the work in the old way, 

like in hands-on healing. The healer is The Witness of the healing. “Step out of the 

way and witness God doing the work,” said David Ashworth about the role of the 

Divine Plan Healer.   
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 By taking up the role of the Witness, the personality or baggage of the healer cannot 

influence the outcome of the healing in any way. The Healer is merely the vessel 

through which the Universe can work. 

 Trainees receive a unique attunement, which 

1)  connects their heart to the Heart of Mother Earth. This helps to ground them better, 

so they can begin carrying the Emerald Heart Light. 

2) Allows their heart to open to The Path of Light.  

 The Divine Plan Healing System makes use of the Path of Light, which carries The 

Emerald Heart Light from the Source to the client. The Path of Light was established 

through David Ashworth in January 2005. It was driven through his heart and down 

into the Heart of the Earth Mother, creating this perfect balance of Masculine and 

Feminine, whilst anchoring the Light in a powerful grounded way. It is this unique 

foundation, taking ten years to create, that makes The Divine Plan a New Paradigm in 

healing  

 The more healings a Divine Plan Healer initiates, the more his/her capability grows to 

hold and carry more light. Eventually he/she will become a Light Carrier.  

 




